
Press alert

Toulouse, October 10, 2022

AUSY, a high-tech consulting and engineering company, is
recruiting 120 employees in the Occitanie region.

Come and meet us on Thursday, October 20 at Stadium TFC!

AUSY, a high-tech consulting and engineering company, is recruiting 120 employees to
respond to the strong recovery of its clients in the Occitanie region, in the cities of
Toulouse (100) and Montpellier (20). These vacancies include positions for consultants,
support functions and sales managers in various sectors of activity: Aeronautics,
Automotive, Banking/Finance, Telecoms. The positions offered are intended for young
graduates as well as for more experienced candidates.

“In continuity with the year 2021, our clients are confirming their
investments by launching numerous digital transformations, maintenance
and process improvement projects. Therefore, they need talent to
successfully complete their projects. In order to support them in their
development, we are recruiting 120 employees. Specialists in Java, Angular
and Vue.js technologies, embedded systems developers, technical architects,
systems engineers, integration engineers, etcThe profiles we are seeking are
diverse and concern both young graduates and more experienced
candidates. The opportunities we offer within the Group allow our future
talents to express their personality in a friendly environment and to meet the

technological challenges of our clients",says Yann Collin, Regional Director South-West, AUSY Group.

120 positions to work in cutting-edge technology sectors

As part of this large-scale recruitment campaign, AUSY is looking for profiles with master level or

equivalent degree (5+ years) to carry out projects in the key sectors of its consulting activity in

the region: Telecommunications, Aeronautics, Automotive and Banking. These future talents will

put their skills to work for major clients in industry and services, in AUSY's various areas of

expertise:

● Embedded systems
● Project in Agile methodology
● IT Infrastructures
● DEVOPS tooling
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Open positions in Toulouse and Montpellier

The most wanted skills are the following:

● Java, Angular, PHP, C/C++ and devops developers
● Continuous integration and continuous deployment
● System engineers (linux, unix, windows) and networks

An original recruitment project to reach out to new talent

In order to meet the growing needs for recruitment, Ausy is organizing a recruitment event on

Thursday, October 20, 2022 with one of its main clients: Renault Software Factory. This job dating

event, organized at the Toulouse Stadium (TFC Stadium) from 5:30 pm to 10 pm, will be an

opportunity for candidates to meet with recruiters and technical experts from Ausy and Renault

Software Factory in order to get a better idea of the opportunities available to them.

To find out more and register for the event: https://forms.gle/RBTj6XrTSoT1BF727

To consult all the Group's offers,
visit the ausy.fr website.

About AUSY

Ausy is an international technology consulting group whose business model is based on a strong culture of

innovative technology and stakeholder intimacy.Ausy is recognized as a trusted partner, helping clients to shape

their future through the borderless application of innovative technology solutions. Ausy offers a wide range of

consulting, digital and engineering services and is present in different sectors of activity: financial services,

telecom and media; automotive & manufacturing, aeronautics, space and defense, healthcare and life sciences,

public sector and government, travel and transport, technology and energy.Founded in 1989, Ausy currently

operates in 10 countries with offshore/nearshore capabilities in India, Romania and Portugal. The group has

approximately 7000 employees (engineers and IT specialists) to whom Ausy is engaged in supporting them by

offering stimulating career paths. Ausy is a high-tech consulting subsidiary of the Randstad Group.

Find out more : http://www.ausy.fr/

Linkedin : https://fr.linkedin.com/company/ausy
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About Randstad France

Randstad France is part of the Randstad Group, number 1 worldwide on the human resources market, and was

founded in the Netherlands in 1960. In France, it is one of the leaders in human resources services with a

turnover of 3.1 billion euros in 2020.In 2020, the company (15,000 employees, including 3,500 working for

AUSY and 7,000 CDI-Interim employees) will have delegated an average of 70,000 temporary workers each

week and recruited 25,000 professionals on permanent/fixed term contracts, relying on its national and local

network of 900 branches and offices.Five of Randstad France's subsidiaries (Randstad, Randstad Inhouse,

Expectra, Appel Médical and JBM) are "Top Employer"-certified.

Visit us :

www.grouperandstad.fr @GroupRandstadFR

http://resources.grouperandstad.fr @resources_FR

Press contacts

Randstad France Group
Communication Department
Christian Yombe : +33 6 15 13 88 87
Delphine Elatri : +33 6 69 03 14 87

Agence Wellcom
Tel. +33 1 46 34 60 60

Mélanie Decomps melanie.decomps@wellcom.fr
Annabel Fuder annabel.fuder@wellcom.fr
Bastien Depond bastien.depond@wellcom.fr

About Renault Software Factory

Renault Software Factory is an entity entirely dedicated to software engineering at Groupe Renault.It integrates

the Renault Software Labs subsidiary created following the acquisition of Intel's R&D centers in 2017. At the

center of the group's technological transformation and the challenges of the mobility of the future, the

Software Factory develops software architectures and embedded systems integrated in connected, autonomous

and electric cars. Its mission is to provide an "extended vehicle" embedded software platform. With more than

2000 engineers in France (Boulogne, Guyancourt, Toulouse and Sophia-Antipolis) and abroad, Renault Software

Factory continues to strengthen its skills and expertise to meet the new challenges of the "software-defined"

vehicle. Would you like to join this technological revolution at the heart of software innovation for the mobility

of tomorrow?

Discover the job offers :

https://alliancewd.wd3.myworkdayjobs.com/fr-FR/renault-group-careers?q=software%20factory

To know more : https://www.renaultgroup.com/talents/nos-metiers/ingenierie/

Linkedin : https://www.linkedin.com/company/renault-software-factory/

Press contact

Communication Director - Laure Lecomte (laure.lecomte@renault.com)
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About Renault Group

Renault Group is at the forefront of a mobility that is reinventing itself. Strengthened by its alliance with Nissan

and Mitsubishi Motors, and its unique expertise in electrification, Renault Group comprises 4 complementary

brands - Renault, Dacia, Alpine and Mobilize - offering sustainable and innovative mobility solutions to its

customers. Established in more than 130 countries, the Group has sold 2.7 million vehicles in 2021. It employs

nearly 111,000 people who embody its Purpose every day, so that mobility brings people closer. Ready to

pursue challenges both on the road and in competition, Renault Group is committed to an ambitious

transformation that will generate value. This is centered on the development of new technologies and services,

and a new range of even more competitive, balanced and electrified vehicles. In line with environmental

challenges, the Group’s ambition is to achieve carbon neutrality in Europe by 2040

https://www.renaultgroup.com/en/

Press contact Renault Group

media.renault@renault.fr
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